
Golden Harvest’s “StagE” to Integrate with Community Development 
 
Golden Harvest Cinemas is determined to expand its theatrical exhibition 
business in recent years. Its new cinema brand, “StagE”, sets to integrate with 
community development and aims to provide a stage for a variety of cultural 
performances as well as a   platform for local artists to showcase their 
creativity. The new cinema situated in TMT Plaza is named “StagE” in 
resemblance to the literal meaning of “stage”.  
 
Belinda Tang, Deputy Chief Operation Officer of Orange Sky Golden Harvest 
(OSGH) said the Group is happy to enter into collaboration with TMT Plaza. 
According to Tang, while Tuen Mun is a developed community, “StagE”, as a 
community cinema, is designed to provide not only quality audio-visual facility 
and comfortable seats, it sets to bring a variety of entertainments and 
encourage young people to participate in different creative activities. As 
“StagE” is housed inside the well-equipped high-traffic TMT Plaza, OSGH has 
firm confidence in the new cinema’s business. 
 
Integrating cultural activities into daily life 
 
Aside from screening movies, “StagE” can also broadcast, live or relay, 
various types of programmes such as concerts, stage drama, musicals, talk 
shows and many more. “StagE” will also provide quality leisure and culture 
activities which are suitable for family consumers in the community. “Good 
Show at StagE” will be held at irregular intervals, through exciting activities 
such as themed film festivals, film sharing sessions, music concerts, cultural 
and art exhibitions and living workshops, to bring elements of arts into the 
community and cater the needs of different consumer groups. 
 
 “Good Show at StagE” is bringing 2 video-game contests this summer: the 
PS4 “BlazBlue Cross TAG Battle” Challenge in July and the Switch 
“Overcooked! 2” Challenge in August. Winners in the preliminary rounds will 
enter the finals for a battle on the big screen while audience can also witness 
the finals live on the StagE big screen. 
 
From September to December, StagE will host an array of “Film and Life” 
recommendations with themes include “Healthy & Culture”, “Artistic & Culture”, 
“Fashion and Culture” and “Relax & Time”. A film matching with theme of the 
month will be introduced and workshops will also be held to infuse the 
messages conveyed in the films into our daily life. 
 
Offering Dolby Amos sound system and Barco 4K Laser 
 
Golden Harvest’s brand-new cinema “StagE” is equipped with Dolby Atmos 
sound system and Barco 4K Laser in each of its 4 auditoriums. Providing over 
400 genuine leather seats, “StagE” is the first multiplex in Hong Kong installed 
both Dolby Atmos sound system and Barco 4K Laser. It is also the first 
cinema in Tuen Mun to have equipped with D-BOX motion seats which move 
in sync with the action during the film presentation to provide a dynamic movie 



experience for audience. The spacing between rows is at 1.2m, providing 
plenty of room for audience to stretch their legs if needed. 
 
 “StagE” also supports various electronic payment methods. Apart from the 
common ones such as Apple Pay, Android Pay and PayWave, Golden 
Harvest Cinemas will soon support also Alipay and WeChat Pay in all its 6 
multiplexes. With Alipay and WeChat Pay, audience with either Hong Kong or 
China account can purchase film tickets in HKD at GH ticket offices.  
 
Government to promote cinema development 
 
In recent years, there are more cinema operators opening new multiplexes in 
New Territories districts in response to the policies imposed by Hong Kong 
Government in promoting cinema development. According to Edward Yau, 
Secretary of Commerce and Economic Development, out of the 18 District 
Council districts, all of them now have cinemas except Tai Po, which will also 
see the opening of a cinema in 2019. In the past three years, the number of 
cinemas had increased in six districts, reduced in two districts and stood the 
same in the remaining nine districts. The Government will incorporate 
requirement to include a cinema in the land sale conditions of two designated 
government land sites in Kai Tak and Sha Tin, with a view to increasing the 
supply of cinemas. The Kai Tak site has been included in the 2018-19 Land 
Sale Programme, while a technical assessment by the Government is 
underway for the Sha Tin site. Upon completion of the relevant procedures 
and work, the two sites will be made available to the market at appropriate 
junctures. 
 
While adopting the above measure, the Government considers that the 
provision of cinemas should still largely be market-driven. The Government is 
also delighted to see the upward trend in respect of the numbers of cinemas, 
seats and screens in the past three years. With the upcoming launch of a 
cinema in Tai Po in 2019, there will be provision of cinemas in all the 18 
districts. 
 


